Markets rise despite political obstacles
Key Points


Brexit, shutdown: no end in sight



Broad strength across risky asset markets



US 10-year yields near 2.80%



Appetite for European credit returns



Emerging debt spreads down 50bp since January 3rd

Risky asset markets continued rallying last week.
Equity markets remain underpinned by expectations
of an agreement between China and the US, or even
a suspension of tariffs. Asian markets also showed
strength. Shanghai is up 4% year-to-date. The S&P
500 gauge gains 6.5% so far this year thanks to
earnings momentum across all sectors but select
large banking institutions.
In the euro area, asset allocators are increasing
credit exposures. High yield spreads declined by as

much as 40bp year-to-date. Sovereign spreads were
generally tighter. In parallel, external emerging debt
is trading near 370bp vs. US Treasuries after a peak
above 420bp on January 3rd. The likely paus in the
Fed rate cycle underpins the asset class.
The dollar firmed up thanks in keeping with rising
bond yields. Yields in the 2-5y maturity bracket are
again above 2.60%. The euro lost 1% against the
dollar last week. The ECB may stress economic
slowdown at its upcoming meeting on Thursday.
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International tensions have
weighed on stock
performances last year.
This chart reflects relative stock
market performances between
US firms as a function of their
international sales exposure.
An increase indicates
outperformance from
companies with high foreign
revenue exposure.
After several months of
protectionist tensions between
April and September 2018, the
trend has started to reverse in
early 4q 2018 and seems to
gather pace in 2019.

China GDP at 6.4%y

Sharp bounce in equities

China’s national bureau of statistics estimates GDP
growth at 6.4%y in the fourth quarter. In 2018, average
growth was 6.6%y.

The US stock market (S&P 500) is up about 6.5%.
Hopes for a trade deal definitely benefits stocks with a
large international sales exposure over the past few
trading sessions. Furthermore, the S&P index crossing
its 50-day moving average entails a bullish signal for a
number of CTA accounts, which may add to their
exposure. The drop in volatility will spark further
reallocation from risk-parity funds. Despite some
misses (mostly in investment banking), quarterly EPS
growth topped 15% after roughly a third of the S&P
index released 4q18 earnings. Sales grew 7% in
aggregate. Technology, industrials and health care
recorded strongest sales numbers. The upbeat
sentiment translates into flows including across
European markets. Us fund managers still remain
cautious regarding Europe even as valuations have
cheapened towards about 11x 2019 earnings.

Yet several indicators suggest the economy took a turn
for the worse in the last months of 2018. Fiscal revenue
decreased from 4%y to minus 2%y in November. Tax
cuts worth 0.5pp of GDP do explain part of the shortfall
but the decline appears quite steep. Durable goods’
consumption including automobiles has moderated.
Productive investment spending (equipment) is
anywhere between 0 and 3%y. Foreign direct
investment plunged in the three months to December (15.8%y 3mma). Foreign trade contracted in December
after dubious strength in October-November.
Furthermore, default rates quadrupled in 2018 to CNY
120b compared with 2017. The fight against shadow
banking favours funding through corporate bond
issuance. However, as recent credit events suggest,
financial reporting in China may not be at international
standards just yet. Other signs of funding stress relate
to PBoC intervention. Monetary policy was eased
considerably. Repo cash injection increased
contributing to a significant decline in rates in Chinese
interbank markets. Policy easing is also a weapon in
the current trade talks with the US.

Shutdown continues
The US government shutdown entered its fifth week.
Shutdown impact on activity may only worsen from
here. The lack of precautionary savings in the US will
likely lead to rising defaults notably on credit card and
autos. Household confidence that had weathered
volatility in the stock market is now off its highs. In
manufacturing, Fed surveys moved in opposite
directions as the Empire index fell whilst the PhilFed
gauge rose on higher new orders. Homebuilders
consolidated after last month’s sharp decline. The
Fed’s Beige book just confirmed tensions in labour
markets and uncertainty linked to current trade feud
with China.
Economic slowdown in the euro area is talking hold.
Industrial output contracted 3.3%y in November.
Inflation slowed to 1.6%y in December with the core
rate stuck at 1%y. Mario Draghi may underscore the
weakness in activity and inflation inertia and indeed
pre-announce a new round of TLTROs in the near
future. In the UK, looming Brexit is weighing on housing
and credit demand from both households and the nonfinancial corporate sector. Indeed, the risk of a sharp
disruption in activity is elevated, all the more so that
Theresa May’s plan B remains unclear.
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As stocks rise, Treasury note yields creep higher. The
yield on 10-year note rose towards 2.80% although the
shutdown, a pause in the Fed cycle and the looming
debt ceiling debate maintain a cap on yields. We
recommend holding a neutral stance in US Treasuries.
A steeper 10s30s spread is still in the cards despite a
recent pullback. In Bund space, valuations (fair value is
0.51% on our estimates) should lead to higher yields
but the ongoing slowdown and a likely dovish ECB
stance keep a lid on safe bond yields. This situation
underpins sovereign spreads. Success at the Italian
syndicated deal with more than €40b orders for the new
15-year benchmark bond continues to suppress
spreads. Spain may follow suit with a 10-year bond
transaction. Issue size may fetch €9b. Spain’s Bonos
trade near 110bp.
Investor appetite for European investment grade credit
returns after several months of outflows. New issue
yield premiums remain elevated but stronger credit
demand should ultimately help yield premiums lower.
Average market spreads (153bp) fell by some 7bp last
week and spreads on financials eased even faster (10bp). High yield was markedly tighter (-24bp) to 472bp
over German risk-free bonds. Our quantitative signals
point to further spread tightening in CDS index markets.
The iTraxx crossover spread is now 324bp whilst the
spread was trading as high as 366bp on January 3rd.
The risk-on environment benefits most risky assets and
the pick-up in crude oil prices provide considerable
support to emerging markets. The spread on emerging
market debt (in US dollars) tightened by more than
50bp since early January highs. Uncertainty remains
elevated but stability in US interest rates for some time
fosters carry plays including allocation into high-quality
emerging market bonds.
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Main Market Indicators
21-Jan-19
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